Abstract. In mobile ad hoc network, most of the cluster formation schemes consider host connectivity as a criterion for clusterhead election. However, since the highest connectivity hosts initiate the cluster formation and affiliate the neighbor hosts using a greedy method, the lowest connectivity hosts in network tend to become clusterheads. This phenomenon acts as an obstacle against producing a few clusters. In this paper, two phases based cluster formation scheme is proposed to resolve this problem. In the first phase, the lowest connectivity hosts in the neighborhood start the cluster formation, and an adjustment procedure is employed to affiliate the lowest connectivity hosts. In the second phase, the hosts not affiliated to the first phase clusters are grouped into one or more clusters based on host connectivity and host ID. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme is better and more scalable than HCCP [3] .
Introduction
Ad hoc network is called 'multihop network' because each mobile host is connected to other hosts through some intermediate hosts. In some cases, such as disaster relief system and battlefield communications, when the fixed infrastructure is not available, this kind of network may be very useful [7] .
In ad hoc network, the aggregation of hosts into groups provides a convenient framework for channel management, reducing the number of control messageexchange, and providing a flexible move management [1] . This logical host group is called "cluster " and the process of building up a cluster is called "cluster formation". A k-cluster is defined by a subset of hosts which are mutually reachable by a path of length at most k for some fixed k [6] . In general, 1-cluster, 2-cluster, and 4-cluster are well known and used frequently in ad hoc network. However, 1-cluster and 4-cluster require high overhead during cluster maintenance, especially under high mobility. This paper deals with 2-cluster only. Hereafter, 2-cluster is referred as cluster.
A cluster is generally configured with a clusterhead, which is connected to other hosts, so-called its members, in the cluster. A clusterhead in general maintains the topology of network, allocates resources to its members, schedules codes, and routes packets. In addition, each of them serves as a regional broadcast host [3] . When a clusterhead broadcasts a message to its members, all of them can receive the message at the same time. Therefore, this feature can be usually used for reducing the number of message retransmissions in ad hoc routing protocol, such as reactive routing protocol(DSR [12] , AODV [13] , etc.) and cluster based routing protocol [9] . Cluster formation schemes produce various cluster structures according to the criterion for electing clusterheads. It is well known that the cluster formation scheme which elects the highest connectivity host in the neighborhood produces fewer clusters than other schemes [3] [10] .
A cluster formation with a few clusters has several advantages. First, if a code is allocated to a cluster(in CDMA), spatial reuse of codes is increased. Second, since the average path length among clusterheads is shrunken, the number of broadcast message(for instance, RREQ in AODV) retransmissions is reduced and the time for route discovery is shortened. For such reasons, most previous works with respect to cluster formation scheme chose the host connectivity as a primary criterion for producing a few clusters [1] [3] [10] . However, since they force the highest connectivity host to initiate cluster formation and use a greedy method for affiliating the hosts to the clusters, if all dominants around the lowest connectivity host are affiliated to other clusters, the lowest connectivity host becomes a clusterhead. This phenomenon acts as an obstacle against producing a few clusters.
In this paper, two phases based cluster formation scheme is proposed to produce a few clusters. In the first phase, the lowest connectivity host in the neighborhood initiates the cluster formation. Then, an adjustment procedure for affiliating some of the lowest connectivity hosts is employed. This procedure alleviates the increase in the number of clusters caused by the lowest connectivity hosts in a network. In the second phase, the hosts not affiliated to the first phase clusters are only participated in the contention, and dominants with the highest connectivity in the neighborhood are elected as clusterheads. This procedure is repeated until all the participants in the second phase are included in one or more clusters. Since the proposed scheme makes efforts to prevent the lowest connectivity hosts in a network from being clusterheads, it produces fewer clusters than other schemes. This paper is organized as follows; In section 2, some related works for cluster formation are shortly described, and the proposed cluster formation scheme is described in section 3. Simulation results are presented in section 4 while conclusions are offered in section 5.
Related Works
Most well known schemes for cluster formation are LIDCP(Lowest ID Clustering Protocol) and HCCP(Highest Connectivity Clustering Protocol) [3] . First, LIDCP elects the lowest-ID host in the neighborhood as a clusterhead through exchanges of control information(e.g. host ID) among one hop neighbors. A few variations of LIDCP were proposed in [5] , [7] , and [9] . A generalization method for extending 2-cluster to 4-cluster is proposed in [10] . On the other hand, HCCP elects the highest connectivity host as a clusterhead. HCCP breaks a tie connectivity based on lower ID preference. HCCP yields fewer clusters compared with LIDCP. However, since it yields clusters through a greedy method, it cannot prevent the lowest connectivity hosts in network from being clusterheads. Hence, the number of clusters can be the same as LIDCP or even worse in some cases, though the cases are rare.
In general, it is known that using a cluster maintenance without reformation of clusters throughout network can greatly reduce the number of clusterhead changes. For this reason, LCC(Least Clusterhead Change) [4] reduced the cluster reformation region. That is, the hosts which are separated from all clusterheads or whose clusterheads are adjacent with other clusterheads are included in the cluster reformation region. Most of cluster maintenance schemes [ MOBIC(Lowest Relative Mobility Clustering) [8] proposed a new mobility metric for mobility based cluster formation. A relative mobility with respect to a neighbor is achieved from the ratio of received power between two successive packets. Since a host can have more than one neighbor, the aggregate mobility metric is achieved by calculating the variance of the entire set of relative mobility values with respect to its neighbors. Now, the metric is employed as the criterion for a clusterhead election. For such reason, every host exchanges this aggregate mobility metric with its neighbors every hello interval. Since this scheme forces every host to exchange two successive packets with its neighbors, it yields more communication overhead than other schemes. Moreover, because the host connectivity is not considered in the clusterhead election, it produces more clusters than the connectivity based scheme.
Generally, the cluster formation schemes which consider the host connectivity as a criterion for electing the clusterhead produce fewer clusters than other schemes. However, because it employs a greedy method, it cannot pass the limit defined by the greedy method. So, it is significant to devise a cluster formation scheme which yields fewer clusters than the greedy method. In this paper, we propose a cluster formation scheme which first affiliates the lowest connectivity hosts in a network to clusters and then produces additional clusters covering the rest hosts according to a criterion of host connectivity.
Two Phases Based Cluster Formation
The proposed cluster formation scheme is performed through two phases. The first phase aims to affiliate the lowest connectivity hosts in the neighborhood to some clusters. For this purpose, the exchange of {id, connectivity} with neighbors should be preceded. All the lowest connectivity hosts in the neighborhood initiate the cluster formation by sending an encouragement message to a neighbor. If they have more than one neighbor, they encourage the highest connectivity host in the neighborhood (in tie, lower ID) to be a challenge host. This procedure is needed to force the hosts which are adjacent with the lowest connectivity hosts to be clusterheads in the first phase, if possible. As a result, some of the lowest connectivity hosts in the neighborhood can be affiliated to the first phase clusters. Because the challenge host may be adjacent with other challenge hosts, a criterion for electing a dominant is required.
For instance, host 27, 28, 20, 19, 3, 16 are the lowest connectivity hosts in the neighborhood, and the challenge hosts are 9, 8, 14, 22, and 24 in figure 1. Since the host 8 and 9 are adjacent with each other, either of two hosts should be elected as the winner. This situation is also happened between host 22 and 24. To resolve this, every challenge host sends the number of the received encouragement messages and the sum of the connectivity for encouraging hosts to its neighbors except encouraging hosts. Namely, the challenge host which receives more encouragement messages becomes the winner. If the number of encouragement messages is the same as adjacent challenge hosts, the winner is judged by the sum of the connectivity with respect to encouraging hosts. Hence, the challenge host whose encouraging hosts have the lower connectivity becomes the winner. Lastly, if the above two criterions are the same, the winner can be judged by the IDs of challenge hosts. For instance, the winner between the challenge host 8 and 9 is judged by the connectivity with respect to encouraging hosts. On the contrary, the winner between challenge hosts 24 and 22 is judged by the number of the encouragement messages. On the other hand, since the challenge host 14 receives no messages, it becomes the winner by itself. The winner sends a clusterhead declare message to its neighbors, and the loser becomes a member of the winner.
Fig. 1. A portion of ad hoc network
In the second phase, only the hosts not affiliated to the first phase clusters are participated in the contention. The highest connectivity hosts(in tie, lower ID) among the 1-hop participants initiate the second cluster formation. The maximum wait time of the initiator for starting the second cluster formation is d = 3×LD. Here, LD is calculated by adding the maximum link propagation delay and the induced delay by CTS/RTS handshaking. Why the initiator delays the second cluster formation for that time is to prevent the hosts which already participated in the first phase from participating in the second phase again. Therefore, all the hosts which participate in the first phase can determine their roles in d time. The second cluster formation is performed in the same way as a greedy method and repeated until all the participants in the second phase are grouped into one or more clusters.
In the first phase, since the proposed scheme coordinates adjacent challenge hosts through the above criterions, it doesn't produce clusters violating the definition of 2-cluster. Also, since the proposed scheme deals with the hosts which were not affiliated to any first phase cluster during the second phase, it doesn't violate the definition of 2-cluster. The proposed scheme has multiple initiators in the first and second phase and produces clusters in a fully distributed method. An assumption for describing the proposed cluster formation is as follow.
-Each host exchanges a HELLO message with its neighbors periodically. Before broadcasting the HELLO message, {ID, connectivity} pair is included in the HELLO message. Now, the first phase of the proposed scheme is described as follows. 1. Each host judges whether it is the lowest connectivity host in the neighborhood. If so, it investigates which is the highest connectivity host among its neighbors. 2. The lowest connectivity host in the neighborhood sends an encouragement message to its highest connectivity host in the neighborhood. The encouragement message includes the host ID and the connectivity of the host. 3. The host which receives encouragement messages becomes a challenge host, and then sends a challenge message to its neighbors. The challenge message includes the host ID, the number of the received encouragement message, and the sum of the connectivity for encouraging hosts. 4. If a challenge host receives challenge messages from adjacent challenge hosts, it judges whether it is the dominant with respect to its adjacent challenge hosts according to three criterions described above. If so, it broadcasts a clusterhead declare message. 5. Each host which receives clusterhead declare messages from its neighbors affiliates itself to the clusters, and then informs its neighbors of its affiliation through a cluster affiliation message.
Next, the second phase of the proposed scheme is described as follows. 1. Each host not affiliated to the first phase clusters investigates which neighbors were not affiliated to the first phase clusters. If it has the highest connectivity among them, it broadcasts a clusterhead declare message. 2. Each host which receives clusterhead declare messages from its neighbors affiliates itself to the clusters, and then informs its neighbors of its affiliation through a cluster affiliation message. 3. If a host receives cluster affiliation messages from all hosts with higher connectivities, it broadcasts a clusterhead declare message for the first time. 4. Repeat from 2. to 3. until all the participants in the second phase are grouped into one or more clusters.
Let us provide a comprehensible example for grasping the point with respect to the proposed scheme. In figure 2 , how the cluster formation is performed in the first phase of the proposed scheme is shown. In figure 2(a) , the lowest connectivity hosts 17, 20, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, and 29 send their encouragement messages to their higher connectivity hosts 3, 5, 10, 11, 13, 15, and 19, respectively. The encouraged hosts become challenge hosts without exception, and then send challenge messages to their neigh-bors, respectively. Through the challenge messages, the winners 5, 10, 13, and 19 become clusterheads and the rest challenge hosts become the members of the winners. This procedure is shown in figure 2 Next, only the hosts not affiliated to the first phase clusters participate in the second phase. The highest connectivity hosts among them are hosts 6, 8, and 23. The hosts 6, 8, and 23 initiate the second cluster formation through their cluster head declare messages. This procedure is shown in figure 3(a) . Lastly, since the host 18 is the dominant among the neighbors which were not affiliated to any clusters, it becomes a clusterhead. This is shown in figure 3(b) .
Simulation Results
The simulation has been done in a system with 45 hosts on a 300×300 grid and a 500×500 grid during 900 seconds. At the beginning of simulation, 45 hosts are randomly generated inside the grid, and they are assumed to move to any direction at any time randomly. Every host selects one of three classes(A, B, C) with respect to move speed of the host. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1 . A metric, the number of clusters, has been identified to measure the performance of the proposed scheme. This metric is studied for varying the transmission range, the number of grids, and the number of hosts. Figure 4 shows the variation of the average number of clusters with respect to the transmission range. The number of clusters decreases with the increase in the transmission range. This is because the increase in the transmission radius results in more hosts under the management of a clusterhead. This leads to a less number of clusters. However, as the transmission range increases even further(>60m), the rate of reduction in number of clusters decreases due to the increase in overlap between adjacent clusters. This results in an increase in the number of hosts belonging to multiple clusters. In figure 4 , it is also shown that the proposed scheme yields fewer clusters as compared with HCCP at all the transmission ranges. At the transmission range from 40 to 80, the proposed scheme yields a gain of close to 19% over HCCP. Although this gain looks insignificant, the number of retransmission messages and the time for route discovery are greatly reduced by this gain.
In figure 5 , the simulation boundary has been extended to 500×500 grid. This results in more clusters in the system under the same transmission range due to the more sparsely connected topology. In this situation, the proposed scheme yields fewer clusters as compared with HCCP at all the transmission ranges. At the transmission range from 80 to 140, the proposed scheme yields a gain of close to 15% over HCCP. Figure 6 shows the effect of varying the number of hosts on the performance of the proposed scheme with respect to HCCP at the same transmission ranges(80m, 120m, and 160m). It is depicted that for both HCCP and the proposed scheme the number of clusters increases with the increase in the number of hosts. This is because the hosts are randomly distributed in the system and a lot of hosts tend to be separated from other hosts due to the limited transmission range. Therefore, this results in the increase of the lowest connectivity hosts and the partitioned hosts in the system. Another observation is that the difference in the number of clusters between two schemes is increased with the increase in the number of hosts. Since HCCP cannot cope with the problem caused by the increase of the lowest connectivity hosts, most of the lowest connectivity hosts become clusterheads. This results in the increase of clusters. On the other hand, since the proposed scheme reduces the effect of the lowest connectivity hosts through the first phase cluster formation, it is less affected by the increase of the lowest connectivity hosts.
Fig. 6. Effect of varying the number of hosts

Conclusion
In this paper, two phases based cluster formation scheme which first affiliates the lowest connectivity hosts in the neighborhood to clusters and yields additional clusters covering the rest hosts through the connectivity criterion is proposed. In the first phase, since an adjustment procedure for affiliating some of the lowest connectivity hosts is employed, the proposed scheme yields fewer clusters compared with HCCP. This is proved by our simulation results. It was shown that the proposed scheme reduces the number of clusters by 19%(300m×300m) and 15%(500m×500m) in comparison to HCCP. It was also shown that the proposed scheme mitigates the increase in the number of clusters resulting from the increase in number of hosts. Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed scheme is better and more scalable than HCCP.
